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Abstract

The PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge
2021 focused on the identification of cardiac abnormalities
from electrocardiograms (ECGs) and assessed the diag-
nostic potential of reduced-lead ECGs relative to the stan-
dard but less-accessible twelve-lead ECG.

We sourced 131,155 recordings with clinical diagnoses
from seven institutions in four countries, sharing 88,253
annotated recordings publicly and withholding the remain-
ing recordings for validation and testing.

We asked the Challenge participants to design working,
open-source algorithms for identifying cardiac abnormal-
ities from twelve-lead, six-lead, four-lead, three-lead, and
two-lead ECG recordings. By sourcing data from diverse
populations, requiring the submission of reusable training
code, and designing an evaluation metric specifically for
this task, we encouraged the development of generalizable,
reproducible, and clinically relevant algorithms for identi-
fying cardiac abnormalities from ECGs.

A total of 68 teams submitted a total of 1056 algorithms
during the Challenge. Of these, 39 teams were ultimately
successful, representing a diversity of approaches from
both academia and industry.

1. Introduction

The PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge is
an annual competition that supports the development of
open-source solutions to complex physiological signal pro-
cessing and medical classification problems [1]. In 2021,
the Challenge’s 22nd year, we extended the previous year’s
Challenge to ask participants to develop automated tech-

niques for detecting and classifying cardiac abnormalities
from both twelve-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) record-
ings and reduced-lead ECG recordings [2–4].

Cardiovascular disease is a leading cause of death
worldwide, but different cardiovascular diseases have dif-
ferent causes, risks, and treatments [5]. The standard
twelve-lead ECG is a widely used, non-invasive tool for
monitoring cardiac function and diagnosing cardiac dis-
orders [6]. However, breakthroughs in ECG technologies
have led to the development of smaller, lower-cost, and
easier-to-use devices that improve access in low-resource
and home settings with remote patient monitoring pro-
grams. Subsets of the standard twelve leads can be compa-
rable to the full set of leads in limited contexts, and there
is limited evidence that reduced-lead ECGs can capture the
wide range of diagnostic information captured by twelve-
lead ECGs [7–9].

The PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge
2021 provided an opportunity to investigate the ability of
algorithms to use various reduced-lead ECGs to detect a
variety of cardiac abnormalities from a diverse sources
with a wide range of cardiac abnormalities. The goal
of the 2021 Challenge was to perform clinical diagnoses
from twelve-lead, six-lead, four-lead, three-lead, and two-
lead ECG recordings [2, 4]1. We asked participants to de-
sign and implement working, open-source algorithms that,
based only on the provided ECG recordings and routine
demographic data, could automatically identify any car-
diac abnormalities present in a recording. The prizes were
awarded for the top-performing algorithms.

1The 2017 Challenge focused on the identification of atrial fibrillation
from single-lead ECGs, and the 2020 Challenge focused on the identifi-
cation of 27 cardiac abnormalities from twelve-lead ECGs [2, 10].
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We sourced annotated ECG recordings from seven in-
stitutions in four countries across three continents to en-
courage and assess model generalizability to different de-
mographics and institutional practices. We also developed
a scoring function that awards partial credit to misdiag-
noses that result in similar treatments or outcomes as the
true diagnoses. Finally, we required that each model be
reproducible from the provided training data.

2. Challenge Data

We assembled nine databases with 131,149 twelve-lead
ECG recordings from across the world. We sourced 88,253
recordings from seven databases for training, 6,630 record-
ings from two databases for validation, and 36,266 record-
ings from four databases for testing, including two sources
that were not represented in the training or validation sets.
We posted the training data and labels publicly but with-
held the validation and test data and labels to avoid com-
mon machine learning problems such as overfitting.

We introduced the first six of the below databases in
the 2020 Challenge [2, 3] and the last three of the below
databases for the 2021 Challenge, increasing the total num-
ber of annotated ECG recordings from 66,361 to 131,149.

• CPSC. This database contains 13,256 recordings from
the China Physiological Signal Challenge (CPSC) 2018
[11]. We used the training data and unused data from
CPSC 2018 as training data and the test data from CPSC
2018 as validation and test data.
• INCART. This database contains 74 recordings from
the St. Petersburg INCART 12-lead Arrhythmia Database
[12]. We used this database as training data.
• PTB. This database contains 516 recordings from the
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) database
[13]. We used this database as training data.
• PTB-XL. This database contains 21,837 recordings
from the PTB-XL database [14]. We used this database
as training data.
• G12EC. This database contains 20,672 recordings from
the Georgia 12-lead ECG Challenge (G12EC) Database.
We split this dataset into training, validation, and test data.
• Undisclosed. This database contains 10,000 recordings
from an undisclosed American institution that is geograph-
ically distinct from the other sources. This database has
never been (and may never be) posted publicly. We used
this database as test data.
• Chapman-Shaoxing. This database contains 10,247
recordings from Chapman University and Shaoxing Peo-
ple’s Hospital [15]. We use this database as training data.
• Ningbo. This database contains 34,905 recordings from
Ningbo First Hospital [16]. We used this database as train-
ing data.
• UMich. This database contains 19,642 recordings from

Number
of leads Lead combination

12
I, II, III, aVR, aVL, aVF,
V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, V6

6 I, II, III, aVR, aVL, aVF
4 I, II, III, V2
3 I, II, V2
2 I, II

Table 1. Lead combinations used for the Challenge vali-
dation and test sets.

the University of Michigan2. We used this database as test
data.

The annotated ECG recordings contained ECG signal
data and demographic information, including age, sex, and
diagnoses of cardiac abnormalities, i.e., the labels for the
Challenge data. Participants were given signal data from
all twelve leads in the training set, but they were only given
the signal data for the lead combinations in Table 1 for each
of the validation and test sets.

The training set contained 133 diagnoses or classes. The
validation and test sets contained subsets of these 133 di-
agnoses in potentially different proportions, but each diag-
nosis in the validation and test sets was represented in the
training data.

All data were provided in WFDB format with SNOMED
CT codes as the labels for the recordings [1, 17]. We did
not change the data or labels from the original databases
except to provide consistent, Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPPA)-compliant identifiers for
age and sex, to provide approximate SNOMED CT codes
for the labels, and to encode the data in WFDB format.

See [2, 4] for a more complete description of the Chal-
lenge data.

3. Challenge Objective

We asked the participants to design and implement
working, open-source algorithms to automatically identify
any cardiac abnormalities present in twelve-lead, six-lead,
four-lead, three-lead, and two-lead ECGs recordings. Like
the 2020 Challenge, we required participants to provide
their trained models and the code for training their mod-
els, improving the generalizability and reproducibility of
the research conducted during the Challenge. We ran each

2De-identified data collected under U-M HUM00092309: Approxi-
mately 20,000 ten-second-long twelve-lead ECGs obtained from the Uni-
versity of Michigan Section of Electrophysiology. The sample was ran-
domly selected from the patients who had a routine ECG test from 1990 to
2013 to approximately match the demographics of the training databases.
The dataset was de-identified and contains only basic demographics in-
formation such as age (any age over the age of 90 is denoted as 90+) and
sex, the ECG waveforms and the diagnosis statements associated with the
record.
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team’s training algorithm on the training data and ran the
resulting models on the hidden validation and test data,
evaluating their performance using an expert-based eval-
uation metric that we designed for the 2021 Challenge.

3.1. Submissions

We required teams to submit the code for training their
models along with their trained models. Teams included
any processed data and labels as a part of training.

We first ran each team’s training code on the full training
data. We then ran the resulting trained model on twelve-
lead, six-lead, four-lead, three-lead, and two-lead versions
of the validation and test sets. In each case, we ran the
model sequentially, requiring the model to return classifier
outputs for each recording before accessing the next one.
We allowed up to 72 hours for training and 24 hours for
validation and testing. See [4] for details about the run
time environment and resources.

3.2. Scoring

We extended the 2020 Challenge scoring metric to in-
corporate additional data and diagnoses for the 2021 Chal-
lenge. This scoring metric awarded full credit to correct
diagnoses and partial credit to misdiagnoses that result in
similar outcomes or treatments as the given diagnoses.

We used 30 of the 133 diagnoses in the Challenge data to
evaluate the algorithms. Our cardiologists chose these 30
diagnoses because they were relatively prevalent, of clin-
ical interest, and electrophysiological and therefore able
to be accurately diagnosed using ECG recordings alone.
They determined the amount of credit given for misdiag-
noses; see Table 2. We did not score the other 103 diag-
noses.

For each classifier, we compared the classifier outputs
for the recordings with the diagnoses given by the record-
ing labels and awarded the credit or reward shown in Table
2 to the classifier for each recording. We calculated the
sum of these values for each recording in a database and
normalized the sum so that a classifier that always identi-
fies the correct diagnoses received a score of 1 and a clas-
sifier that always identifies the sinus rhythm diagnosis re-
ceived a score of 0. See [2,4] for a complete mathematical
description of the Challenge scoring.

4. Challenge Results

A total of 68 teams submitted 1,056 attempts, 618 of
which were successful. Of these, 39 teams qualified to
be ranked. Table 3 summarize the highest ranked teams
for prize-winning categories: the highest Challenge metric
scores on the two-lead version of the hidden test data, the
highest scores on the three-lead version of the test data, and
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Table 2. Reward matrix for the diagnoses scored in the
Challenge, where columns are diagnoses and rows are the
classifier outputs. Columns/rows with multiple diagnoses
have different labels but are scored identically.

Rank Team Name
All-lead
score

3-lead
score

2-lead
score

1 ISIBrno-AIMT 0.58 0.58 0.58
2 DSAIL SNU 0.57 0.57 0.57
3 NIMA 0.56 0.55 0.55

Table 3. Three highest ranked teams and their Challenge
metric scores for the three prize-winning categories. The
all-lead category was calculated as the mean score for the
twelve-lead, three-lead, and two-lead versions of the test
data.

the highest mean of the scores on the two-lead, three-lead,
and twelve-lead versions. These categories were chosen to
emphasize the independent lead combinations. Additional
scores are available on [4].

There was little change in overall performance on
the test data across different lead combinations (median
change ≤ 0.036 and two-sided signed rank-sum test p ≥
0.50 for all pairwise comparisons of the lead combina-
tions). There was also little change in performance from
the CPSC and G12EC validation databases to the CPSC
and G12EC test databases (median change 0.012 and two-
sided signed rank-sum test p = 0.28 for the two-lead
category), which were sources that were represented in
the training data. However, much like the 2020 Chal-
lenge, there was a significant drop in performance from
the CPSC and G12EC validation databases to the com-
pletely hidden Undisclosed and UMich test databases (me-
dian change 0.21 and 0.080 and two-sided rank-sum test
p = 1.53 · 10−7 and p = 6.70 · 10−3 for the Undisclosed
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and UMich test databases, respectively, for the two-lead
category), which were unrepresented in the training data.

5. Conclusions

This article describes the augmentation of the world’s
largest open-access database of twelve-lead ECGs with
data drawn from nine sources in four countries across
three continents, together with an international competi-
tion (‘Challenge’) based on these data. The data were an-
notated with 133 diagnoses; 30 diagnoses were the focus
of a scoring metric that rewarded algorithms based on sim-
ilarities between diagnostic outcomes that we weighted by
severity or risk. This year’s Challenge also differed from
the 2020 Challenge by asking teams to classify with as few
as two leads.

The results suggest that ‘two will do’ for some classes,
but small differences in overall performance across differ-
ent lead combinations belie larger differences in perfor-
mance for individual diagnoses. Conversely, large differ-
ences in performance on the hidden test sets demonstrate
the challenge of generalizing models to new databases.

The public training data and the sequestered validation
and test data provided opportunities for unbiased and com-
parable repeatable research, as well as a corpus of reusable
algorithms for the identification of cardiac abnormalities
from standard twelve-lead and reduced-lead ECGs.
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